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In a normal Geiger counter operation, it is customary to maintain the axial 
wire at a positive potential, as suggested in the original paper of Geiger and 
Muller (1928) Such an anungement yields a negative pulse at the wire due 
to tlu» collection of electrons. The mechanism of pulse formation due to the 
motion of ions in an ion-chamber or a counter and its effect on external circuits 
1ms been discussi'd in some details by Curran and Craggs (1949). Curran and 
Reid (1948) have also described properties of some new types of counters, viz., 
(1) rectangular cathode with symmetrical and non-symmetrical wires and (2) 
circular cylindrical cathode with non-axial wire. In either case, such counters 
liav(' shown improved dead time and reduced coincident cosmic-ray background.
Using the second typo of counter, having both an axial and a non-axial wires 
situated within tJic same circular cylindrical cathode, an interesting new feature 
has been obsiTved. The circuit arrangement is depicted in Fig. 1.
J. Circuit arrangcinent for the study of image inverted pulses in a Geiger counter.
Cctse A  : Negative potential is applied to""the cylinder. The axial wire 
has a bigger diameter (--12 mil) than that of the offset wire Aa(~4 mil). The 
former is connected to ground through a resistance 7? so that the pulse could bo 
transferred to a Tektronix oscilloscope; C is the distributed capacity of the wire
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and anything altaclicd olodrically to it. Tho offset wire is normally grounded 
either di?’eetly or through an auxiliary battery.
Tlie axial wire Juieing a relatively large tUameter, does not promote Town­
send avalanche in its neighbonrliood and is in a quiescent state with a moderate 
cathode voltage, wlu'u the offset wire is left floating. However, when the latter 
is grounded, positive pidsc's simulting Geiger x>nlses appear at the terminal of tho 
axial wire. The rise time and dead time of these pulses are of the same order of 
magnitude' as of Geiger pulses, although the amplitude is correspondingly less. 
The latter can he varied within limits by varying the voltage of an auxiliary battery 
connected to the offst't wire A„. Fig. 2 gives a photographic reproduction of such 
positive pulses.
Ficr. 2. rmfifrn irivftrtorl (^jositivo) ]>ulses at thn trrniinnl of the nnial wire.
B : The operating eondition of the counter is kept the same as before, 
excepting that the two wires an* made iihmtical in diameter - 4iniL). Under 
such conditions, tin* counter app(*ars 1 o behave* as two separate counters. However, 
the pulses appearing at tlve axial wire (consist of both ])ositivc and negative pulses 
as shown in Fig. 3. 71ie reflected positive pidses look sharper, because of smaller 
time-constant of the offset wirejjassembly.
Fig. 3. Image invortod (positive) pulsos, superimposed oa normal Geiger (negative) pulses.
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With slight modification of thci circuit parameters, the behaviour of the axial 
and non-axial wires can be iuad(! mutually reversible. It may, howev('r, be noted 
that the field-strength in the multiplicative region of lh(! non-axial wire is about 
15 pt'r cent higher (Curran el al. 1948) than the field-itrength at the corresponding 
region of the axial wire, resulting in a lower threshoW potential of the former.
Looking at the results, it seems reasonable to si^posc that ease A represents 
the physical situation of a charged hollow cylinder jenclosing two parallel cylin­
drical conductors of same finite lengths aiid liavii|g different diameters. The 
axial wire is grounded through a resistor, while the* tn>n-axial one is subjected to 
intermittent and transient charges. Accordingly, th^ posil ive pulses may possibly 
be identified with image inverted pulses, whose amplitmh' depends upon image 
attenuation factoi's (Harm\ell, 1949).
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